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Helsinki 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Venue: Salmisaaren Jäähalli, Energiakatu 3, Helsinki, Finland 
Dates:  17th – 20th May 2018 
Deadline for registration: 30th April 2018 
Number of participants: 8-12 teams 

Skill levels of players: B, C, D, E (skill level E is only allowed if the player is on 

http://www.eliteprospects.com and: played in the 6th - 4th league but hasn’t been active for 5 years; 3rd league 
but hasn’t been active for 6 yrs, 2nd league but hasn’t been active for 7 yrs, 1st league but hasn’t been active for 
8yrs). It is allowed to have only 2 E players in one team! 

Age category: 18 + 
System of the tournament: 4 matches per team 

Prize money for the winner: 1000 € 

Minimum number of players in one team: 10 + 1 goaltender 
Maximum number of players in one team: 20 + 1 goaltender   
 

Programme: 
 
Day 1: Thursday 17th May 2018  
  

 Arrival and accommodation 

 Free time for sightseeing   
 

Day 2: Friday 18th May 2018, 1st game day  
 

 Breakfast at the hotel 

 8:00- 18:35 matches    

 Beer party No. I  
 

Day 3: Saturday 19th May 2018, 2nd game day 
 

 Breakfast at the hotel 

 8:00-18:35 matches   

 Saturday Night Party No. II  
 
Day 4: Sunday 20th May 2018, 3rd game day 
 

 Breakfast at the hotel 

 8:00-16:45 matches   

 17:00 Evaluation of the tournament with the ceremony 

 Departure 

http://www.eliteprospects.com/
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PRICE LIST 
 
STARTING FEE FOR TEAM: 

 team that registers and pays in the 1st round (31st March 2018):  999 €  
 team that registers and pays in the 2nd round (30th April 2018):  1199 € 

 

The price is for the team that has 15 players. Extra players pay 15€/each.  
The price is included:    

- 4 matches  
- Fee for referees 
- Fee for paramedics  
- Fee for the timekeeper  
- Fee for cleaning up the arena  
- Fee for dressing rooms 
- Fee for storing the hockey equipment in the arena throughout the tournament 
- Fee for ice resurfacing 
- Prize Money 1,000€ for the winner of the tournament 
- Awards for the best goaltender, defenseman, forward, top scorer 
- Trophies for the 3 best teams of the tournament 
- Gold medal for each player of the winning team 
- The tournament statistics 
- Photos from the tournament+ team photo  

 

STARTING FEE FOR A PLAYER (who doesn't have his own team): 

 player, who registers and pays in the 1st round (31st March 2018): 120 €  
 player, who registers and pays in the 2nd round (30th April 2018):  170 € 

 
The price is included:    

- 4 matches  
- Fee for referees  
- Fee for paramedics  
- Fee for the timekeeper  
- Fee for cleaning up the arena  
- Fee for dressing rooms 
- Fee for storing the hockey equipment in the arena throughout the tournament 
- Fee for ice resurfacing 
- Fee for jersey and hockey socks 
- Prize Money 1000€ for the winner of the tournament 
- Awards for the best goaltender, defenseman, forward, top scorer 
- Trophies for the 3 best teams of the tournament 
- Gold medal for each player of the winning team 
- The tournament statistics 
- Photos from the tournament+ team photo 

 

REGISTER HERE: http://foxicehockeytournament.com/en/registracia/  

http://foxicehockeytournament.com/en/registracia/
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ACCOMMODATION 
 
We booked 3 nights at 4**** wellness hotel Haaga Central Park 
(https://www.hotelhaaga.fi/en/) for hockey players and teams. The hotel is situated by the 
Central Park of Helsinki and is only 15 minutes away from the city centre. For the transport 
from the hotel to arena, you can use either a public transport or a taxi. Besides breakfast, 
hockey players and teams can enjoy unlimited access to the fitness center, indoor pool and 
traditional finish sauna.  
Due to great tourist attractiveness of Helsinki, we recommend you to book the 
accommodation as soon as possible. On the one hand, prices may go up, and on the other 
hand you may not be able to find a suitable accommodation for you.  
 
Please make sure to take some extra time (30-45 minutes) for the transport between the 
hotel and the arena due to possible traffic jams.  
 

 

 

Reduced price for accommodation for 3 nights in 4****hotel w. breakfast 210€/person 
 
The price is included:   

- Accommodation for 3 nights  
- 3x breakfast 
- Unlimited access to the pool, sauna and fitness center 
- Attention! The reduced price for accommodation is valid only until 31st March 2018, and 50% of the 

deposit has to be paid no later than 31st March 2018. The remaining 50% has to be paid no later than 
30th April 2018! Please, keep in mind that after 31st March 2018 you may experience difficulties in 
finding a suitable accommodation and the price will be higher.  

 
  

https://www.hotelhaaga.fi/en/
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ENTERTAINMENT 
 

In addition to the weekend full of hockey matches, you will experience lot of exciting 
entertainment with us! 
There is Beer party No. I on Friday evening where you will enjoy great beer, snacks with 
fellow hockey teams. You will have time to get to know each other, relax and most of all- to 
have fun! 

 Beer party No. I                                                                                 27 €/person 
 
The price is included: 
- Entrance fee 
- Table reservation  
- 4x 0,4l beers/person 
- snack 
 

Saturday evening will continue with Saturday Night Party No. II! You will visit exciting night 
club with free entrance, welcome drink, snacks and a great atmosphere!    
 

 Saturday Night Party No. II                                                 30 €/person  
 
The price is included:  
- Entrance fee  
- Welcome drink 
- Snacks 
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   TRANSPORT 
            
Transport to the venue of the tournament and also between the hotel and the arena secures 
each participant individually. However, if you need help with the transport, please let us 
know, we will be happy to assist you. 
For the transport between the hotel and the arena, we recommend using a taxi. Please 
make sure to take some extra time (30-45 minutes) for the transport between the hotel and 
the arena due to possible traffic jams.  
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IMPORTANT DATES 
 
01st December 2017 -Start of the hockey teams registrations 
31st March 2018 -Deadline for the 1st round of the hockey team registrations 
31st  March 2018 - Deadline for paying the reduced price for starting fee and 50% of the  

accommodation price 
30th April 2018 - Deadline for the 2nd round of the hockey team registrations 
30th April 2018 - Deadline for paying the price for starting fee and the remaining 50% 

of the accommodation price 
01st May 2018  - Reporting the team lists and final list of guests 
17th May 2018  - Start of the tournament  
20th May 2018  - End of the tournament, announcing the winners 
 
 

DISCOUNTS:  
 

- Child up to the age of 3- FREE 
- Child 3-10 years old- 50% discount 
- If the team has more than 20 players, 50% discount for the manager of the team. 

 

CANCELLATION TERMS 
 

- 60 or more days before the tournament: free of charge 
- 59 - 31 days before the tournament: 50% of the deposit 
- 30 or less days before the tournament: 100% of the deposit 

 

PAYMENT INFORMATION 
 

Name of the bank: ČSOB a.s. 
IBAN: SK95 7500 0000 0040 1459 1268 
SWIFT/BIC code: CEKOSKBX 
Name of the beneficiary: Prosocia s.r.o. 
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RULES  
 

 The basic IIHF rules are applied. 

 The minimum number of players in one team is 10 + 1 goaltender, maximum number of players 20 + 1 
goaltender. 

 The player can only be in one team. Borrowing players is not allowed. 

 Age category 18+ is allowed. 

 Only players with the skill level B, C, D, E (skill level E is only allowed if the player is on 
http://www.eliteprospects.com and: played in the 6th - 4th league but hasn’t been active for 5 
years; 3rd league but hasn’t been active for 6 yrs, 2nd league but hasn’t been active for 7 yrs, 1st 
league but hasn’t been active for 8yrs). It is allowed to have only 2 E players in one team! 

 If a hockey player with the skill level E which is not allowed, participates in the tournament, he will be 
immediately excluded from the tournament without a refund, and the points of his team will be 
removed. The hockey player will be disqualified for gross violation of rules of the tournament. 

 The tournament is divided into 3 game days and each team plays 4 matches. 

 The winner of the tournament will receive prize money 1000 €. 

 The match takes 2 x 20 minutes of brutto time. 

 The ice resurfacing will be done after each match. 
 If the team doesn't show up on the ice within 5 minutes from the planned face -off, the match ends 

with a 5:0 loss, in favour of the opponent. 

 If one team has two contumacies because the players showed up late on the ice or there was a serious 
violation of rules, the team will be disqualified from the entire tournament. 

 In case of a balanced result when the team is winning or losing maximum of 2 goals, the timekeeper 
stops the time during the interruption of the game only the last 2 minutes of the game. 

 When the match in play off or play out ends in a regular game time in a draw, 3 shootouts follows on 
each side. If after 3 shootouts on each side there still isn't a winner, each team has only one shootout 
until it is decided about the winner. 

 In the case of time lag, the organizer claims the right to shorten the match. 

 2 points are awarded to the winner, 1 point for a draw in qualifying matches is awarded for each team 
and 0 points for loss. 

 Neither the organizer nor the referees have any legal or financial responsibility for the damages on 
health or property of the participants at the time of the tournament. 

 The tournament organizer is not responsible for the injuries caused during the match. The organizer 

provides only first aid to the injured player. 

 Each player is required to have a personal insurance. 
 Dirty play is not allowed. Verbal or physical attacks on the referee are not allowed. In the case of a 

physical attack on the referee, the player and his whole team are disqualified from the tournament. 
 In the case of a physical attack on the opponent, the player will be excluded until the end of the match 

and won't be able to play in the next match. 

 In exceptional cases, the organizer has the right to call a Disciplinary Board (DB), which decides about 
the punishment of a team who violated the rules. A majority of DB's votes is needed to decide about 
the punishment of such team. DB consists of 5 members (2 members of organizing team, 2 captains of 
unaffected teams and a referee) 

 
 

Our goal is to play the game we love during fair-play matches, meet new friends 
and enjoy 3 days full of fun. 

http://www.eliteprospects.com/
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PICTURES FROM BUDAPEST (HUNGARY) 2018 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 


